The Publication of the Vesalius Year 2014

The atlas of anatomy De humani corporis fabrica by Andreas Vesalius (1514–1564) appears in English
and is now accessible to everyone. Karger Publishers is proud to present:

The Fabric of the Human Body
Basel, September 26, 2013 – For over 20 years, the translators Malcolm Hast and Daniel Garrison in
Chicago have invested their time critically and precisely translating both editions and the hand-written
annotations of Vesalius’ anatomy atlas from its original Latin text into English! The woodblock prints of
the famous ‘musclemen’ and many other detailed illustrations have been digitalized and are presented
in an exactness never seen before.
In October 2013, Karger will be launching the 14-kg, 1,400-page and DIN A3-sized ‘New Fabrica’ at
presentations in Basel, Frankfurt and London. We are pleased to be able to invite you to attend one of
our launches.
Basel: Monday October 7, 2013, Pharmacy Museum Basel, Totengässlein 2, 17.30 h. Both translators will
be present.
Frankfurt Book Fair: Thursday October 10, 2013, Forum STM & Specialist Information (Stand 4.2 B2),
17.00–17.30 h, lecture by Prof. Daniel Garrison (translator). On view at the Karger stand (r.2 K33) for the
duration of the Book Fair.
London: Monday October 14, 2013, The Heritage Centre, The Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London W1G 0AE. Presentation and cocktail reception 16.30–20.00 h. Both translators will be
present.

Internet: www.vesalius-fabrica.com
Facebook: Andreas Vesalius: The Fabric of the Human Body
Twitter: Vesalius-Fabrica@VesaliusFabrica
For further information, Press Portfolio, 132-page sample copy, Mediatory advice:
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Karger Publishers of Basel, Switzerland, is a leading international biomedical publisher. Currently, production comprises 90
journals and approx. 50 book titles per year, both research and clinical, the majority of which are in English. Karger has spent
the past century since 1890 as a publisher working to connect people who want to share their knowledge with those who want
to learn, embracing a corporate philosophy summarized by the phrase 'Connecting the World of Biomedical Science'. The
company intends to hold to this philosophy, keeping pace with new technologies and developing practical solutions as an
expression of its strong commitment to meeting the information needs of the scientific community.
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